Usually, when scientists call a news conference, it's to announce new results from a study. But when NASA calls one to talk about the space shuttle, chances are the topic won't be results -it will be about unrealized plans. And, in the case of John Glenn, that's probably a good thing. The US senator's nostalgic return to space came 36 years after he became the first American to orbit the earth. The mission itself was the thrill. And reporters were left to consider how much of the science was mere window-dressing.
After NASA announced in January that Glenn would fly on the shuttle, the first wave of stories gushed enthusiastically. On NBC's Today Show, Glenn assured the host that the mission was all about science. "There are a lot of similarities between the natural process of aging here on Earth and what happens short-term to the younger astronauts up there in space," Glenn said, noting changes in everything from the immune system to bone metabolism. Suddenly, the senator from Ohio was one of the most widely quoted authorities on the biology of aging.
His home-town press even offered up some far-fetched rationales for aging research in space. "This is certainly no immediate problem," said the Columbus Dispatch, "but if we ever want to send people to Pluto, the outermost planet, it's at least a 24-year mission, roundtrip. A 35-year-old astronaut would come home pushing Social Security [pension] ."
Reporters and editors realized right away that this story was not really about the metabolic fate of 3-methyl-histidine in a 77 year-old male exposed to microgravity. Glenn is an inspiration to the senior citizenry and a living legend yearning for a last hurrah in space. Who could say no? Certainly not the NASA Administrator. Yet reporters still felt obliged to prod at the oft-repeated scientific justifications for the mission.
Newsday charged off rather aggressively. It filed a Freedom of Information Act request that would oblige NASA to release the documentation that explained the agency's rationale for sending a septuagenarian into orbit. NASA's reply was: "a search was conducted and no documentation responsive to your request was located." "Any scientist knows that a sample size of one is nonsense"
Glenn frequently cited a report by the National Institute on Aging, which looked at the rationale for studying aging in space. But few reporters apparently attempted to get hold of that document, which time and again argues for animal research and other scientific legwork before sending "older mammals, including humans" into space. Reporters had no trouble, however, rounding up skeptics such as Leonard Hayflick at the University of California in San Francisco. He told the Sacramento Bee "Any scientist knows that a [sample size] of one is nonsense… Very little, if any, reliable scientific data can be drawn from results obtained from one person, one animal." Considering that nobody in officialdom cared about that, the public's take-home lesson was that a sample of one is bad science, unless the rest of the experience is an unmitigated thrill.
The Boston Globe also delved into the science critically. Glenn raved about the importance of studying immunology, bone-building, sleep and balance and said "not only will we benefit future astronauts but we will have made a great step forward in benefiting the old and the frail here on Earth." To which the Globe replied: "Really?" Delving into details, such as the role of cortisol and insulin in muscle wasting, the Globe noted, as did many other papers, that the biggest benefit may be to challenge stereotypes about aging. That's not exactly biology.
The New York Times applied one of the biggest wet blankets, one week before the flight, by noting that Glenn had been secretly excluded from one of the two main experiments on board geared for him: a study of melatonin to treat sleep disturbance. NASA declined to divulge the medical reason he was excluded from taking this drug, which is a popular and unregulated dime-store commodity. But by then, the final countdown was about to begin, Glenn had appeared victoriously on the covers of Time and Newsweek, and only spoilsports wanted to deny him his due.
Much of the reporting on the Glenn mission was personal, nostalgic, rhapsodic. You'd think Senator Glenn would be grateful reporters didn't spend more time finding flaws in his cover story. But no. A few weeks before his flight, Glenn spoke up at a photo opportunity on the launchpad. "Let me castigate the press a moment here," he told about 100 reporters. "Too often you get into the human aspects of this and you don't get into the scientific stuff that gets into everybody's house all over this country." The press, he complained, didn't report on all those many (although unidentified) things that flights like his do to improve the lives of everyone on earth.
Open skepticism about the Glenn mission did little to diminish it. And Geraldine Baum, writing in the Los Angeles Times, argued that was just as well. "Some fictions are valuable to sustain, and one of them just might be that it is critical to science -and perhaps all of humanity -that John Glenn … be allowed to relive the greatest moment of his life." And on October 29, he did just that.
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